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HUDSONS BLITZ MORE SHIPPING

Flying often through rain squalls, hail and masses of dark cloud, Coastal

Command Hudsons took off from their bases as soon as it grew dark last night
to resume their offensive against enemy shipping in the North Sea and the

harbours of occupied countries.

As dawn broke this morning and the last Hudson touched down safely, there

was another tale of success to tell.

Four more ships had been knocked out in the fourth night of the greatest

shipping blitz of the war - and there were two possibles in addition.

Last night’s successes bring Coastal Command’s total of ships sunk or

damaged in less than a week to 24. The score may be nearer 30 but only the

Nazis know the complete toll exacted by the Hudsons in their mast-high attacks.

Three of the four ships bombed last night were found off the Dutch coast.

Hudsons patrolling the Norwegian coast had a disappointing night. Only one

ship was seen lying in a fjord - and that was set on fire by an aircraft of

the squadron which claimed seven ships at Aalesund in the middle of last week.

A Canadian squadron, operating off the Dutch coast increased their bag to

10 by bombing two ships - one of them a large tanker. Both vessels were

left burning.

The tanker was sailing in the rear of a convoy. The Hudson dived on it

and scored two hits. A terrific explosion was followed by a rod glow and

clouds of black oily smoke.

"It was burning very nicely as we went back home,” said the pilot.

Sometime later another aircraft saw the tanker and reported that it was

enveloped in smoke and was listing to starboard.

The smaller ship was attacked earlier in the night and sparks and smoke

shot up as one of the delayed action bombs burst on the vessel.

Patrolling near the West Frisian islands, a Hudson of a Yorkshire Auxiliary

Squadron sighted a convoy. The Sergeant Pilot attacked a large supply ship.

He had to swerve violently to avoid crashing into the ship's masts.


